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Trim Healthy Podcast with Serene and Pearl 

Episode #133 - Rest Aint Quitting It’s Trusting 
(AIR DATE: 08/14/19) 

Counting calories is out.  All the food groups are in.  Becoming trim and 

healthy doesn’t have to be difficult or painstaking anymore. After trying 

almost every fad diet out there… sisters Serene Allison and Pearl Barrett, 

authors of the best-selling Trim Healthy Mama book series, took matters 

into their own hands and the Food Freedom Movement was born.  This 

podcast offers a deeper dive into the world of THM.  Listen in as the girls 

(and their sidekick Danny) tackle a variety of food, fitness, and lifestyle 

topics with the same quirky attitude and style that has endeared them to an 

ever-growing audience of women who are changing their lives and the lives 

of their families.  Welcome to the PODdy! 
  

 

S = Serene ∙ P = Pearl ∙ JG = John Gusty ∙ L = Lesley ∙ J = Justin 

 
[00:00:00] 

Announcer I can’t believe it. That Gerald is presenting the quarterly budget report with finger 

puppets. Look, here comes a 1.7% decrease in fixed overhead. Hello everybody. 

No. I can’t believe how easy it was to save hundreds of dollars on my car 

insurance with GEICO. Who are you? The projected increase in organic Q3 

revenue. Hooray. Believe it. GEICO could save you 15% or more on car 

insurance. 

S This is the PODdy, with Serene ... 

P And Pearl. 

S Get it right. P-O-D-D-Y. 

JG THM family welcome to another edition of the PODdy. Producer John here the 

only confirmed 54-year-old millennial. 

[00:00:46] 

S The only confirmed millennial, yes. 
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JG Certified and confirmed even though that’s mathematically impossible. Never tell 

anybody on this team we can’t do something. Welcome to the show, Serene, 

Pearl. How are you guys doing? 

S He’s got unicorn burgers, or I don’t know what he’s got for us after. 

P No, Impossible Burgers … 

JG It’s called Mermaid Toast with the right toppings. 

P Mermaid toast. Our Johnny. Johnny. Thank you, John. 

S And Bubble Tea. 

P Danny is not here today. We’ve got our Leslie-Pops. P-Salms Leslie. We’ve got 

John and we have Justin, who is on the financial team – the most boring job in 

the whole of the. 

S Let me tell you about this man sitting here. He looks like, Leslie-Pops brought 

him out of her childhood book of Irish tales. They were, like, skipping along with 

… 

P Leslie-Pops and Justin … 

S With Jack and Jill, with Jack and Jill on the green meadows. 

[00:01:40] 

P You both got some genetic flavorings that are similar. Ye of the red hair. 

S You can also look like you brought him out of a heathen pub. With their red hair. 

P Hey,Justin what’s your official title? I know it’s very boring on the scheme of Trim 

Healthy Mama things. Just so people know all the boring jobs. What is it called? 

S Finance and … 

J Finance and logistics. 

P And logistics. 

S Talk a little bit more, Justin. 

P It’s nasty. 

J I’m sorry? 

S Talk just one more sentence more. 

J One more sentence more. 
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S See, it’s wrong, that image shouldn’t be an American accent coming out of it.  

P It shouldn’t. 

[00:02:15] 

S I wanted it to be Irish. I wanted you to talk about your porridge. 

P Okay, we have to describe, he’s got a red beard and a little – what is that cap 

called on you? It’s a what? It’s a little Irish cap. 

J Yes, it’s a Irish cap. 

P Okay, do us your best Irish accent. He didn’t know he was going on the PODdy 

too. 

J I’m magically delicious. 

P Oh my goodness, he’s awesome. 

S That’s amazing. Yes, I thought it was, like, a Leslie-Pop’s father’s younger 

brother or something. 

P Yes, all right. We’ve got some meat today. What Serene does, she came armed 

so … 

S Well, I didn’t come armed actually. I was sitting in my armchair about 15 minutes 

ago, having the baby under the nay-nay tent and having a little bit of a nice deep 

breath. Thinking, ah, this day is lovely. I don’t have anything going. And then 

Pearly-Pops calls up and says, you know you were meant to be here at one, 

which was, like, 15 minutes ago, and recording a PODdy? And I’m like, well, I 

know now, don’t I? 

[00:03:19] 

P Yes. 

S So, I just – she’s like, you got anything to bring of what’s going on in your mind 

and I’ll tell you what’s going on in mine? And I’m like, well I was actually on a 

walk with my little toddlers this morning and I like to listen to a sermon on the 

audio bible or something because it makes the walk just disappear. I mean, it 

just goes so fast. It’s so much joy to be out … 

P Have you ever tried walking to your own PODdy, Serene? 
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S Oh, no, that wouldn’t be good. No, no, no. 

P No, Serene doesn’t ever re-isten to these. It’s my job. 

S But anyway, I was listening to Graham Cooke. Ah, incredible. If you ever get a 

chance to listen to Graham Cooke, I think any of his stuff would rock your world. 

In fact, there was a particular, sorry, Pearl, I’m not really getting distracted on a 

rabbit trail but … 

P Yes, can you not rabbit trail today? 

[00:04:04] 

S Yes, it’s just one second. There’s a particular talk that he gave, and he gave it to 

music. And when Sam and I were going through our greatest trials in our life, one 

was just a total upheaval of our house when we adopted six children in one year 

and a lot of things were going on. And then another time when Arden, our eldest 

son, was battling with cancer. The nights when you couldn’t sleep, we’d put one 

of his excerpts of him, it’s called God is Good. If you ever want to look up 

Graham Cooke, God is Good. Oh, my goodness. You can’t finish that and not be 

in a different realm of just peace. It’s amazing. 

P Wow. 

S Anyway, so I clicked on Graham Cooke, was on my walk and he was talking this 

morning, about how – he just said rest is one of your greatest weapons. And I’m, 

like, wow, that’s profound. So, I pressed off on the sermon and I just was mulling 

on that rest is my greatest weapon. 

 And, like, that makes sense because yesterday I was just trying, like, all the irons 

were in different fires and toddlers were running in all different directions and the 

house was crazy. And my husband was turning over our compost and it brought 

flies, billion, into my living area. So, I just was, like, flies and it was awful, and I 

was, like, ah. 

[00:05:24] 

S So, I went upstairs to try and find a nap and 15 minutes later after coming out of 

that nap, I’m like, I am so feeling powerful. So, when I heard that today, rest is 

your greatest weapon, I’m like, yes, that’s true. That’s true. That’s so true in the 

natural but it’s so true in the spiritual. And then, it’s a subject that I’ve, kind of, 

been mulling over in my head for a long time, just the subject of rest and how 

important that is to God and it was brought to my attention because I keep 

landing in the subject of the Sabbath, right? 
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S And I know that I could start a bunch of conversation here, but personally for me 

I just believe that God, he is our Sabbath now. Jesus is our Sabbath. That 

means he’s our rest. Right? And really, I don’t think it matters to him the day or 

whatever. I think it just matters that we have found him as our rest. Now, if you 

have letters, whatever, just write them to another. 

P No, but I’m saying it’s okay to rest on a day too … 

S No, totally. 

P If that’s your conviction. 

S No, totally. 

[00:06:24] 

P Yes. 

S But I’m not opening up a controversy here. 

P No, right. 

S Yes, so, that’s what I meant. If you have letters send them elsewhere because I 

don’t want to open a discussion where we believe this, you believe that. It’s not – 

it’s totally open to everybody’s interpretation. 

P Yes, interpretation. But all of those interpretations aside, Christ, it says in the 

bible, he became our rest. He became our Sabbath, he fulfilled that. So, yes. 

S Yes. Yes, exactly I was trying to touch on that wisely, Pearl … 

P Yes. 

S But you, the elder sister … 

P You did it semi-wisely and I fixed. 

S You fixed it. It was so good. But I was reading in the Old Testament this, and so, 

I was trying to bring it in to where I am today, so it was – can I just read these 

couple of verses? 

P Yes. Sure, sure. Go, go. 
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[00:07:05] 

S And I actually don’t know where this one in particular is found because I just – I 

texted it to my phone. I forgot to text the reference.  

P Okay. Anyway. We’ll just have to believe you. 

S And I gave them my statutes and showed them my judgements, which if a man 

does, he shall live by them. Moreover, I also gave them my Sabbaths, to be a 

sign between them and me that they might know that I am the Lord who 

sanctifies them. Yet, the house of Israel rebelled against me in the wilderness. 

They did not walk in my statutes. They despised my judgements, which if a man 

does, he shall live by them. And they greatly defiled my Sabbaths. And I’m 

reading this in the Old Testament and I’m like, this is so huge to you, Lord. The 

Sabbath was huge to you. 

P And Sabbath means rest. 

S Yes, then I said I would pour out my fury on them in the wilderness to consume 

them, but I acted for my name’s sake that it should not be profaned before the 

Gentiles in whose sight I had brought them out. So, I also raised my hand in an 

oath to them in the wilderness that I would not bring them into the land which I 

had given them, flowing with milk and honey. The glory of all the lands because 

they despised my judgements and did not walk in my statutes, but profaned my 

Sabbaths, for their heart went after their idols. 

[00:08:14] 

S And I was thinking about that and I was thinking, the land flowing of milk and 

honey. That’s the land of promise, that’s the rest. That was their place of rest, 

but they would not enter in because they didn’t listen, right? And so, I was 

thinking, wow God, now, in this New Testament walk, in this walk with the spirit 

of life not the spirit of law, speak to me. And I’m like, rest. It matters so much to 

your, right God. It matters so teach me what that is all about. And I just started 

thinking about it, and then, Jeremiah 17:21-25, Pearl, I’ll just be quick. Thus said 

the Lord, take heed to yourselves and bear no burden on the Sabbath day, nor 

bring it in by the gates of Jerusalem, nor carry a burden out of your houses on 

the Sabbath day, nor do any work but hallow the Sabbath day as I commanded 

your fathers. 
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S And I thought that’s so powerful to me today. Like, don’t bring a burden into your 

home. And then don’t take a burden out of your home and out to somebody else. 

Like, bring my rest everywhere you go. And it goes on about how it matters to 

him to keep the Sabbath. And to me that’s keeping the rest. And that word that 

came this morning to me, rest is your greatest weapon, now rings even stronger. 

And I told, Pearl, I’ve got to be up in the PODdy in 10 minutes. This is what I’ve 

been thinking about this morning. She’s like, yes, we can – this speaks to me 

about so many things. Practically, you know, with health … 

[00:09:53] 

P Oh, absolutely even on our Trim Healthy Mama journey. But I’m thinking if, you 

know, you’re bringing all these Old Testament scriptures and then Jesus fulfilled 

them and he said to all of us that scripture, Serene, we even wrote a song about 

it once. Come rest. But he said, come to me all who are weary, all of you who 

are carrying burdens. Come to me and I will give you rest. And so, He is rest. 

Okay. And in our striving and in our daily stuff and in our family stuff and in our 

journey to health stuff, we have to find that rest. So, today we want to talk about, 

how do we find it? How do we walk it out? What are even practical things we can 

do for this? 

S And I feel like – thank you, Pearl, that was so great. And I just feel like, rest is not 

when the storm is over. Because I feel like that - you know how God says, peace 

I give but not as the world gives, do I give my peace. So, peace and rest to the 

world is when there’s no probs, right? There’s no storm, there’s no trial. I can 

finally rest.No, but rest and peace in spiritual matters and through God is in the 

storm. 

P Right. 

S You find it in the storm and then you carry it through to the other side. 

P Right. 

[00:11:09] 

S So, your rest in your health journey, even. You might still have your 150 pounds 

to lose. I mean, you might still be walking out of your allergies. You might still be 

struggling with walking out of fibromyalgia, but you can find your rest here and 

your joy here. And that’s just going to catapult you to the other side, you know? 

P And the interesting thing about rest is, rest is trust, also. Rest is saying, I’m okay 

to trust you right now that you will bring me out, right? Or that you’re holding me 

through this, but it’s not the, giving up, this is too hard. 
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S No. 

P Because sometimes you think, well, I can rest when I go back to my pop tarts or 

open my chips at night, right? We’re Trim Healthy Mama journeying it right now. 

That’s actually a bit of a rest because then I don’t have to cook, right?  But rest is 

not that. Rest is saying, I will be patient and I will use the time it takes. I’m going 

to walk through this journey, I’m not going to do it with anxiety, I’m going to do it 

with trust and rest and let it take the time it needs to take. 

S Yes, and if you’ve made a choice and you’ve made a choice to honour your body 

and to change your lifestyle and eating habits and all the different habits, not just 

eating, you know, that relate to health. If you’ve made that decision, rest is also 

standing … 

P Yes, it is. 

[00:12:48] 

S And saying, you know, I’ve made that decision, I’m resting in that decision. So, 

I’m not going to be waffling on either side, I’m standing. And it’s not like you are 

– Graham Cooke was saying something interesting today and, of course, it was 

just about the spiritual aspect. But he was saying, if you are in a trial, you take 

your stand and you wait on God, but you don’t wait, you don’t try and wait out 

God or wait out the issue. Like, you’re just huffing and puffing and hoompfing 

and poompfing like … 

P Yes. 

S Oh, it’s been six months and, oh my goodness. And then he was saying … 

P I’ve been dealing with this for six months. Hoompf, poompf!! 

S Graham Cooke was saying, no you haven’t. That doesn’t count. Those six 

months of bad attitude, that doesn’t count because we go through stuff for a 

greater good. We go through stuff to grow our character, to learn something. And 

if God is trying to teach us perseverance, if God is trying to teach us patience or 

even if you’re not even a Christian listening, if you want patience. If you want to 

learn perseverance, you find it in those long trials, and you find it in those 

situations, but you don’t find it when you’re hoompfing and poompfing because 

those six months didn’t count. 
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[00:13:57] 

P Well, that scripture, you know, right directly from God’s word, be still and know 

that I am God. John brought them up before the poddy when we were talking 

about this. It’s like, be still. How powerful are those words, being still? And if 

we’re being still, we are not hoompfing and poompfing, right? 

S Exactly, yes. 

P It doesn’t count. The complaining, is it being still? It’s not being still. Is it 

announcing, hey I’ve still got this? I’m really going through this. Is that being still? 

It’s not being still. But when we set our eyes on that goal and have that trust and 

then rest. Do the duties that we’re going to do because part of that is, you know, 

faith without works is dead. We do the faith stuff. We do the works to get there 

but we rest. 

S And we rest in the outcome. That’s what Graham Cooke was saying. Another 

line that I really took home from my little walk this morning was, God is 

responsible for the outcome, but he said, you are responsible for the process. 

You are responsible for your attitude going through that process. You are 

responsible for standing, for your stand in faith, for your stand in joy.  

P Yes. 

S And it’s not up to you, it’s actually not your job, it’s not your hat to wear, to be 

responsible for the outcome. You’re just responsible for the everyday, the 

process. 

[00:15:12] 

P Oh, I love that, Serene. 

S Yes, and he was also saying – this is actually another – I actually finished that 

little excerpt and clicked onto another one. I was, kind of, on a roll doing a 

Graham Cooke binge. And I hadn’t really listened to him at all except for that, 

God is Good, and my son, Arden, he’s like, oh Mum, I’ve just been so blessed 

I’m really …He just came over one afternoon to just talk to me about his walk 

with the Lord and he just said, oh, I’ve been really listening to this great speaker 

and he says, God is Good. I’m like, oh, that was the man that helped us through, 

you know, when you were going through all of that. So, he said, if you have a 

problem, do you know that the kingdom of heaven, he said, it is illegal. Problems 

cannot come by themselves. In the kingdom of heaven you don’t just get a 

problem, it’s illegal. He said, they’re always attached to a promise.  
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S In the world you might have a problem, but you may not see any promise 

attached, you might not see a way out. You just have a problem because there’s 

all the negativity. But in the kingdom of heaven, with the Holy Spirit living inside 

of you, every problem comes attached with a promise. 

P Beautiful. 

[00:16:20] 

S And he said, so, I, kind of, get excited when I get a problem. I’m like, oh, yay 

God. You’ve got a promise for me. Oh, show me that promise. So, when I get a 

problem, he said, I look for the promise attached. And he said, it’s, kind of, a fun 

game. It’s like, ooh, cute God. I get to look for the promise. 

P Hey, he’s got an English accent, doesn’t he? 

S Oh, Irish totes, all the way. 

P Oh, Irish. 

S He’s like, P-Salmo’s uncle or something here. But anyway, he was also saying 

that when he’s got a big problem, he’s like, ooh … 

P There’s a big promise. 

S This is exciting. There’s a big promise. And he’d call up his friends like, hey, 

guess what, Tony? Guess what I got this morning? I got a problem and it’s big. 

Yes, yes. I’m so excited. Yes, yes. 

P I love that. 

S Yes. 

P Oh, that’s mind-blowing. 

[00:17:06] 

S Yes. 

P I’m going to take that. 

S Isn’t that great? I sent it to you, well not yet. I didn’t press play. 

P You did? 

S I didn’t press send but I got it copied and pasted. 

P Oh, the link. 
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S Yes. 

P Okay, that’s so good. Whatever you send to me I send on to Meadow and then 

she’s like, sending onto other people and it’s so good. Hey, so I wanted to take 

some practical things today about just, you know, coming back to our Trim 

Healthy Mama journey, because that’s what we do here, and talk about some 

practical ways we can actually walk out this rest in our journey. Okay, so, 

Serene, you and I were talking about it. What are some things? The first thing 

that came to mind was, slowing down when we eat. I know we have said this so 

many times but it’s still – I still have to work on this so much. When you’re going 

through a crazy day and then it comes time to eat and you’re frantically putting 

together and then you sit down, and you barely know what you’re doing and then 

you end up with indigestion and it’s so old. 

[00:17:59] 

P And it’s, like, no. And your body’s full of tension and you can feel it and you’re 

barely breathing. 

S Yes, yes, barely breathing. 

P But we’ve got to take those deep breaths … 

S And you get the hiccups or the … 

P Before a meal … 

S The burpees. 

P And we have to rest in our meals. If we’re not resting in our meals – I know life is 

crazy, but we actually can get a different mindset when we eat. We have to 

consciously do it, Serene. 

S And this is what I learned from you, Pearl. 

P Yes? 

S And this is how I do it now. 

[00:18:26] 

P Well, obviously, I’m still in training.  

S Well, this is how I do it now. 

P Okay. 

S And that is … 
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P Because your life’s cray-cray. 

S I serve my toddlers first … 

P Yes. 

S And I serve myself last. Opposite to the airplane thing where it’s like, put your 

mask on first, then do the others. 

P Oh, yes, yes. 

S Because I do not breathe when I’m taking care of all the little children. If I try and 

snatch a bite in between, you know, catching the glass before it falls and breaks 

on the tar floor and everything? 

[00:18:54] 

S So, practical ways if you’ve got – you may not want to do that, but you might find 

a practical way yourself where you can organise so that you’re not in the 

trenches when you finally get to your meal. 

P Yes, you’re not in the trenches. You’re actually up on the grass. 

S They can still be all around ... 

P Yes. 

S And making a joyful noise and all that stuff. 

P Yes, it’s not like, you have to set your own – go into your she-shed and have 

nobody in there. 

S That’s psycho. Yes. That’s psycho. Actually, the healthiest thing, John Gusty told 

us this, and we’ve verified it through … 

P Sovereign John, the millennial? 

S Yes, verified it through wonderful studies. Looked it up since then, but he says, 

hey, I was researching into my – his wife, I was going to say, my wife. His wife’s 

health and he was saying how he was looking for ways where she could eat 

more with people because that is one of the healthiest things you can do is to eat 

with people that you love. 

P Really? 
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[00:19:44] 

S Yes. John, right? Sovereign John? 

P Just not insane toddlers. 

S I’m going to move my mic over to him for a second so he can … 

J Yes, actually, I mean, as simple as that sounds we’ve had several people much 

wiser in the ways of psychology and medical science, tell us that – in my wife’s 

case, she suffers from a multitude of things, Multiple Sclerosis being one of the 

main things.  

 But the intent of, when you’re eating and when you’re with people who you are 

connected with and friendly, there’s so many things going on, on a biological 

level. The food is processed better, it’s digested – I mean, it literally, scientifically 

is more nourishing to eat together as a community. 

P That just made something go off in my head. Like, ding. My husband just walked 

into the PODdy, he’s carrying something for us to taste. Hold on, we’ll pause it in 

a sec. but … 

S He always comes in with chocolate and wrecks the meat. 

[00:20:43] 

P Of the PODdy?  I know, but you know – because our children are – three grown 

now and two teenagers left. In our house it’s just, like, everyone’s in, in their own 

life and out in their own life. They’ve got jobs, they’ve got sports. They’re like – 

we don’t have that big, oh, grab the family and sit down around the table very 

often anymore because they’re, you know, have got their own lives. 

P So, oftentimes it’s just Charlie and I at the dinner time and then sometimes we’re 

on different schedules. But do you know, it feels so weird to eat on my own at 

night? Him and I both realized, when are you eating, honey? Well, I don’t know if 

I’m ready. But in the end, we just have to find that time when we’re both ready 

because I’ve realized it’s connected. You need to eat with that one you love. 

S Right. 

P Am I right about that? He’s looking like a cute face. Like, tell me … 

S He wants to speak. Yes, he likes the hot mic. What? 

C My only comment is that … 

P What? 
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C On what Serene was saying about being healthier and digesting better when you 

eat together and stuff. Well, as long as you’re able to do it without somebody 

telling you, don’t eat that or don’t … 

P Yes, but, honey, the meals I make for you, they’re the ones I do want you to eat. 

[00:21:57] 

C No, I know. That’s all great. I’m just playing. 

P That’s only in a restaurant when you are picking your own choices and I might 

help you a little. 

S Now, let me just stand up for my sis. I usually stand up for Charlie, Chucky 

Cheese, because he does sweet things. Like, he took me away on a trip with my 

husby, right? Just to be nice to us, but I’m standing up for Pearl here. He’s hard 

to manage on a trip where there’s food. 

P Oh, thank you, Serene. Hard to manage would be an understatement, husband. 

Look at his face. 

S He looks for all – he says, no I’m not hungry, let’s grab an ice-cream. 

C But even if I make bad choices it digests fine as long as I’m not stressed about it. 

That’s what I’m saying. 

S Yes, he’ll often say – we’ll be like, hey let’s go to eat, we’re all hungry. He goes, 

no, I’m not hungry I’ll just grab an ice-cream. 

[00:22:41] 

P Yes. He says that. 

S Just a little ice-cream, that’s all I have the stomach for. 

C And it digests great. 

P Honey, my point was, can you come back to my point and please back me up. 

We like to eat together. 

C Absolutely. 

P Don’t you always want to wait for me? 

C Always, yes. 

P Okay. I’m not lying. Now, get out of here. 

S Okay, so you don’t have to go to your she-shed, but the practical point remains, 

if you have toddlers that throw fits and throw rice and just … 

P Yes. 
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S I have that right now. And as soon as I put my baby in the highchair, she 

becomes a whole different creature. No fruits of the spirit. 

P It’s so true, Serene, and don’t try and eat while you’re trying to do 10 different 

things at a time. While you’re trying to feed the children and do all that, just wait. 

Find your time. Hey, but let’s break. We’ll come right back because, honey, you 

want to say something to us. We’ll be right back to you guys. I’m going to go talk 

to my husband. 

[00:23:30] 

P Hey, you’re listening to the PODdy with Serene and Pearl and I’m Pearl and who 

are you? 

S Serene. 

P Hey, have you ever bought a piece of furniture that didn’t fit in your home and 

worse, it looked awful once it arrived? Because I have done this, and we’ve all 

been there, right? But there is a new way for you to try on furniture. You try it out. 

For real in your house before you buy it. Hello, Modsy. Modsy.com, it’s the 

revolutionary online interior home design service that starts at just $69. It makes 

it possible to have your own designer for your home and you can afford it. 

S You bring your home to them. You take the pictures. You take the 

measurements. You send them to them online and then that’s all the hard work 

done. Then you just get the fun of picking all their suggestions. 

[00:24:24] 

P Yes, and I’ve done it. It’s a lot of fun. There’s, like, a low budget to a super high 

budget. Whatever you want. You take your room. You take the measurements 

and you send a picture. And then you say what sort of style you like and then the 

designers create a space that you would love. 

S They actually have connections on the same site to all the furniture that you 

need so you don’t have to go search. Once you’ve like – they’ve given you the 

look that you need, it’s all there on their site. 

P With their price matching guarantee and exclusive savings you can shop all the 

beautiful furniture in your Modsy design at once from the easy checkout. You get 

unlimited revisions so you can keep changing. 

S They guarantee that you’re happy. Like, if you’re not happy, you don’t stop with 

them until you’re satisfied. 

P So, this month only, when our Poddy listeners go to Modsy.com, start a design 

project and use code, Trim Healthy you’ll get 20 percent off. M-O-D-S-Y.com. so, 

that’s 20 percent off for our listeners at modsy.com. Code TrimHealthy. 
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S This is the PODdy with Serene ... 

P And Pearl. 

S Get it right. It’s P-O-D-D-Y. 

 

[00:25:39] 

S Charlie came in and he brought us a bunch of moringa powder and a bunch of 

other stuff from around the globe. 

P Yes. 

S And so, now we had some other practical points and they’re flying around in the 

cosmos. 

P No, no, no, they’re good. The other thing was, rest, I believe in your words. 

S Oh, yes. 

P Okay, we can rest in our words and that’s another thing. If you don’t have – that’s 

the hoompf, poompf we were talking about earlier. You know, when you’re 

complaining or you’re speaking, hey, I just … I have been in a storm for three 

months now. This is just ridiculous. I don’t know if I can ever get past this storm. 

Oh, my goodness. 

S Okay? What about resting? Not resting in your doings and your striving forward 

and doing right by your body and the food choices you make. But giving a rest to 

the negative talk. 

[00:26:36] 

S I love it, Pearl. I love it. I love it because … 

P Resting in the positive. 

S You touched on the very thing that was floating off in the cosmos. My little point 

before your Chucky Cheese came in, and that was, I want to take a total rest and 

never use … R-U-S-H. Yes, yes. A four-letter word.  

P You had to count it on your fingers. 

S Because I home-schooled meself. Yes. I want to take a rest from the four-letter 

word, rush. 
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P Yes. 

S I’m always saying – well, I add an -ing to it. I’m always saying, oh, children I’m 

just rushing. I’m just rushing out the door. I feel like I’ve just rushed here. I’m 

rushing today. And I’ll call my husband and say, just rushing here. And I’m just – 

I just need to rush because – oh, make it quick. What did you want to know 

because I’m on a rush. And I’ve decided that it’s a swear word. It’s a curse word 

because it makes me feel dithery and tithery and withery. 

P And guess what it does, it makes you breathe differently. 

S Yes. 

[00:27:29] 

P Breath is another one of rest. You know, we can fully put our bodies in a restful 

place by the way we breathe. We’re not even experts on this, Serene, but you 

can go look it up and Google for hours and be blown away. 

S Yes. 

P What it does to your blood pressure. What it does to your digestion. What it does 

to your whole outlook on life when you’re breathing. You breathe in a shallow 

way when you are stressed and when you are not resting. And even if your life is 

still very fast-paced, you can breathe in a whole different way to be able to get 

you through that fast pace … 

S Yes. 

P Without ruining yourself and turning on a whole bunch of cortisol. 

S Yes, that’s awful. Another thing, another line I’m going to stop too is, I always 

say, oh, I don’t know what to do. Oh, oh, I don’t know what to do. That’s when I 

feel, like, overwhelmed. 

P Well that’s when you forgot that there’s a promise attached to every problem. 

S Yes, exactly. So, I’m quitting all of those things. And, like you said, Pearl, it 

doesn’t mean you stop the striving with duty. And I hate the word, striving, so 

we’re going to remove that. It doesn’t mean you don’t stop your practical steps. 

[00:28:26] 

P Yes. 
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S It’s the attitude with which you do them. 

P So true. 

S It’s like, you’re going to still brush your teeth, right? 

P Yes. 

S But you just don’t have to brush your teeth like, oh, I hate brushing my teeth and, 

oh, I’m so worried that this tooth-brushing is going to last a full minute and oh … 

P Do I have to brush the teeth for the rest of my life? You mean every day that I 

wake up I’m going to brush my teeth? How long could I really last this? 

S Right. So, it’s the attitude, right, with which you brush your teeth. 

P It’s the attitude. 

S So, it’s the attitude with which you exercise, eat healthy, make decisions to 

sleep, maybe, a little bit more sane hours. 

P Yes. 

[00:29:01] 

S Here’s another little practical tip for you guys. Just to be totally honest before you 

guys, since Charlie Barrett walked in … 

P My husband. 

S Like, my brain has been on rabbit trails. Like, going here there and everywhere 

and I’ve forgotten my focus, you know? Good on him. 

P Yes? You blaming my husband for you lack of focus … 

S No, not blaming. I said, good on him and it wasn’t sarcastic. I’m just saying, that 

was just the consequence. 

P Right. 
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S So, we pause this recording occasionally so we could gather our thoughts again 

and we’re like, oh, what was that other practical tip? And so, I was trying to 

wrack my brain. What was that? What was that? What was I thinking? And, oh, 

that’s right, we were thinking about practical ways to find rest. So, I just decided 

to relax my body and I found that every muscle in my body was tight. I wasn’t 

upset and I wasn’t stressed but everything was tight. I was even doing a Kegel. 

Sorry for you 17 men. But everything was all clenched. Then I actually realised, 

that could be a practical step. Maybe you take a while to just see if you actually 

are like, tensing everything because you’re just used – maybe your resting phase 

is still a tense. 

[00:30:04] 

P Oh, yes. Absolutely, so, it’s a mind thing and it’s a spiritual thing too, with, you 

know, we cast our cares on God and we be still, and we wait on him and all that. 

But it is a complete physical thing too. We get in habits with our body, you know, 

like, your usual pose might be a tense pose, right?  

S Yes. 

P A usual breathing might be just a tense way of doing it when we just have to 

reteach our bodies new habits.  

S Exactly, I think it’s definitely habits. I remember in one of my pregnancies I was 

really morning sick in the beginning, and I got into this habit of walking around 

the kitchen going, twah, twah, twah. It was like, these three little sighs that I 

would do, and it was, like – do you remember that, Pearl? 

P Yes, I do. 

S And I got into a habit and I was actually very happy. And Pearl was like, are you 

okay? I’m like, no, I’m totally happy. So, like, what are you doing? I’m like, it must 

be a habit now. 

P Twah, twah, twah.Yes, trying to get through the nausea. 

[00:31:10] 

S Twah, twah, twah. 

P But, you know, think about it. I think about that book, Serene, The Slow Down 

Diet. We’ve talked about it many times. 

S Yes. 
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P Dr Mark … what’s his name? We always forget his name. 

S Oh, that’s a good last name, what’s his name, but no. 

P Yes, Dr Mark. But anyway, it’s The Slow Down Diet. 

S Google Dr Mark What’s His Name and see what you get. 

P Just the incredible physical things that even happen when you slow down your 

eating. Even with weight loss, right? 

S I just got another tip but keep going. 

P And so when we don’t rest, we have cortisol surge, and he talks about this, 

through our body. And cortisol, it’s just – listen, it won’t let you drop weight. 

S No, it won’t. 

[00:31:50] 

P Also, another thing, when you’re too low carb for too long, that’s another cortisol 

state. 

S Yes, that won’t let you drop weight. 

P And so, you might drop it at first, but then it accumulates in your body and then 

tank the metabolism everybody. 

S So, just another shout-out, at Trim Healthy Mama we celebrate carbs. 

P Yes. 

S We’re not a low-carb program. 

P Carbs actually can lower – proper carbs, not sugar carbs, can actually lower 

cortisol in your body. Guess why? They speak to your adrenals. They sing 

lullabies to your adrenals. What did you call it the other day, Serene? You said, 

they bathe your adrenals with gladness. 

S Yes. 

P Oh, I loved it. 

S I said, Pearl, I feel like my adrenals are bathed with gladness because I’ve been 

eating a lot more fruit. It’s summertime and I’ve just … 
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[00:32:31] 

P Yes, yes. 

S Oh, the dark cherries right now are just to die for. 

P Yes. So, that’s another thing, if you’re just going low-carb all the time you need to 

give that a rest and rest in some of God’s wonderful foods like carbs and fruits. 

S Oh doesn’t it say somewhere in Solomon, refresh me with apples. 

P Refresh me with apples. 

P Hey, you’re listening to the PODdy with Serene and Pearl and I’m Pearl and who 

are you? 

S Serene. 

P By now most of us understand why it’s so important to use natural products in 

our homes. Serene and I keep pushing this narrative because our children are in 

our homes. We are in our homes. But where do you find these products. Don’t 

you wish there was just someone who could curate all the highest quality, 

natural, non-toxic, sustainably sourced items you need and put them together? 

Introducing Grove Collaborative. 

[00:33:20] 

S You go and buy your natural products at a regular retail store, you’re paying for 

that retail space and it makes you think that, oh, I can’t buy natural products 

because they’re expensive. But if you buy them at Grove, they’re actually – 

they’re affordable. 

P Grove takes the guesswork out of going green in your household. Every grove.co 

product is guaranteed to be good for you, your family, your home and the planet. 

So, you can save time reading confusing labels when you’re at the grocery store 

and your children are having a meltdown or you don’t have time to read labels. 

S Yes. 
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P So, I open my box from Grove and the first thing I pull out is the Method Daily 

Shower Cleaner. I have this huge glass shower in my bathroom. All of that glass 

got this soap scum on it. I tried so many things to get this – it was this film. I 

would scrub it, and nothing would take it off. I used a whole bunch of different 

cleaners, I even used toxic cleaners. I was desperate. And it wouldn’t go, and I 

thought, I’m left to look at soap scum forever. I took this daily shower cleaner in 

there and thought, right, I’m going to try this. And you’re actually meant to just 

spray it on every day after your shower and not even wash it off, but I sprayed it 

on and then I just got my cloth and I washed – I just started rubbing. And oh, my 

goodness the soap scum came right off. I’m so happy. 

S Grove.co. 

[00:34:44] 

P For a limited time, when our PODdy listeners go to grove.co, that’s  

grove.C-O/trimhealthy, you will get a free five-piece spring-cleaning set from Mrs 

Meyer and Grove. And that’s a $30 value, PODdy listeners. So, go to grove.co, 

that’s grove.C-O/trimhealthy, to get this exclusive spring-cleaning offer. That’s 

grove.co/trimhealthy. 

S This is the PODdy with Serene ... 

P And Pearl. 

S Get it right. P-O-D-D-Y. 

S Let’s talk about some other things that may not be food, it may not be your 

quote, unquote, health journey but it really is because your attitudes, even with 

people, and your conversations, can poison your body. You can even go through 

conversations in your head and the way you, maybe, reacted and they reacted to 

you. And you’re having these toxic – you have the toxic conversation, number 

one. Number two, you repeat those toxic conversations to try and make them 

better even though you’ll never make them better. And you repeat what was said 

wrong. 

P Oh, my goodness. 
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[00:35:53] 

S But anyway, I thought to myself, rest is your greatest weapon so in a 

conversation with somebody – Serene, I’m speaking to you, Serene. Rest is your 

greatest weapon. Take a rest, take a breath and don’t reply straightaway. Don’t, 

like, bounce back your ping pong little piece of smart aleck conversation. Take a 

rest, it’s your greatest weapon, Serene. 

P Oh, man. That’s a good one too, Serene. There’s so many. I’m thinking of all the 

aspects of my life right now, where I should just take a rest. It’s so good for us. 

S And maybe, maybe you’re a working mum or a working guy and you’re listening. 

One of Danny’s 17,000 men. Maybe it’s impossible for you to get a rest in the 

day. But on the weekend, if you can take that little siesta. You know, if you’re a 

home-schooling mum or you’re in the trenches in home or you’re just at home 

and you work from home even, if you can and if you need it, if you can find that 

power nap don’t be guilty.  

P No, that is so true. 

S Don’t feel guilty for it. 

P Yes. 

S You know, Caroline, Dr Caroline Leaf, talks about how you can only be 

productive well for so many hours. Your brain needs to have a rest. Actually, 

taking a rest is something that will make those hours when you come back way 

more productive. Way more beneficial. 

[00:37:18] 

P So true. Sometimes if you can’t even take a rest, though, they say that just even 

lying down, even if you’re not going to sleep, is still really good for your body. 

What I do, if I’m feeling super-tired – we talked about it, before I go out and 

ground my feet on the grass. And that invigorates my body. Just resting from 

what you were doing before. We were made for this. 

S I just had a funny picture in my head when you said, resting from what you were 

doing before. I had this picture of my mum upside down. 

P Oh, yes. 

S You know...standing with your feet down and your head up is what you’re doing 

now. So, take a rest of it.  

P Yes. 
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S My Mum used to do this upside-down, what did she do? She used to have a 

slant board. 

P Inclined bench … Yes, a slant board. 

[00:37:57] 

S And she used to lay – she didn’t have time for rest, but she had time for five 

minutes, so she’d lay upside-down thinking that that five minutes would be like 

an hour’s rest. 

P Well, actually, Serene, now there’s a lot of science around that. I wasn’t even 

thinking about doing like my mum did and getting a slant board. 

S But, you see, she never could afford a real slant board, so she had our dad make 

all these contraptions. It looked like in the Princess Bride when he’s like, just for 

posterity’s sake we’ll just take 15 years off your life to start with. 

P Yes. 

S And maybe, we’ll go as high as 25. 

P Yes, I know. For those who have never seen Princess Bride, just don’t know 

what the heck we’re talking about. 

S It was a wrong quote, I said it all wrong, but you got the picture. 

P Yes, yes. So, I think we’re good. Are we going to rest, Serene? 

S I think we should rest and leave this PODdy at 34 minutes in. 

P  I think ... 

[00:38:38] 

S I think that’s a restful thing … 

P So, they can take a rest from our voices too. 

S Yes. 

 [00:39:23] 
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